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Abstract: Total axial angular momentum can be higher for an older star 

even though it is less massive, as this relays the fact that it sits 

on a higher transformation curve. A diagram is presented with 

calculations that give possible locations for Proxima Centauri, 

Luyten's Star and Trappist-1 on the Wolynski-Taylor Diagram.  

 

 

 Trappist-1 will form the heaviest Earth-like object out of the 

three stars. Proxima Centauri will form an average sized Earth, and 

Luyten's star will be a bit smaller. We can infer this by their 

previous phase curves, and their total current axial angular 

momentums. Trappist-1 was also much larger and heavier when it was on 

the same phase curve as Luyten's Star and Proxima Centauri. This is 

inferred because angular momentum is a conserved quantity, it simply 

spins at a higher rate than does Luyten's Star and Proxima Centauri, 

and has a comparable mass. All three red dwarf stars are younger than 

Jupiter, and have a few hundred more million years to collapse and 

lose mass to resemble Jupiter. There is still much more to work out, 

but this paper serves as a starting point for placing stars with 

considerable axial angular momentums greater than Jupiter on the WT 

diagram. This will be useful in the future to begin pointing out how 

evolved they will eventually become, and if they one day will host 

life on their surfaces. They are all above the Taylor Threshold, and 

have lots of potential. It is also important to note that angular 

momentum and mass are conserved quantities, it takes removal of 

angular momentum for it to drop, as well, mass takes mass loss for the 

total mass to drop. They just don't appear and disappear out of thin 

air.  



 
 

  

 

 

   











 


